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cuAnv, J.

In this foreclosure proceeding, the plai tiff appeals a judgment granting a

preliminary injunction enjoining the sale of certain immovable ps operty by the use

of executory process.  We reverse and remand.

FACTS AND PROCEDURAI. HISTORY

U.S. Bank National Association as Trustee for RFMSI 200557 commenced

this foreclosure proceeding by filing a petition for executory process against

Walter C. Dumas, alleging that Dumas had defaulted on a promissory note secured

by a mortgage on certain immovable property located in East Baton Rouge Parish,

Louisiana.    U.S. Bank alleged that it was entitled to enForce the promissory note

and attached the original of the note to the petition along with a certified copy of

the mortgage previously recorded in the mortgage records for East Baton Rouge

Parish.  Pursuant to U.S. Bank' s request, the trial court ordered the issuance of a

writ of seizure and sale that commanded the Sheriff to seize and sell the property.

One day before the scheduled sale,  Dumas filed a petition far injunction

seeking to arrest the seizure and sale of the property and requesting damages and

attorney' s fees.  Although Louisiana Code of Civil Procedure article 2752 prohibits

the granting of a temparary restraining order to arrest the seizure and sale of

immovable property, Dumas requested and abtained an ex parte " Stay Order" that

prohibited the Sheriff from proceeding with the sale.  In response to the claim for

damages, U.S. Bank filed exceptions of improper cumulation of actions, improper

use of summary proceedings,  and an exception of no cause of action.   After a

hearing to consider the request for a preliminary injunction and the merits of the

exceptions, the trial court granted a preliminary injunction enjoining U.S. Bank

from pursuing a sale of the property by ar through the use of executory process.

The judgment further converted the matter to an ordinary proceeding and described

as " moot" U.S.  Bank' s exceptions because Dumas " waived the request for the
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damages."  U.S. Bank appeals and asserts that the trial court erred in granting the

preliminary injunction and in converting the executory proceeding to an ordinary

proceeding.

LAW AND ANAIIYSIS

A person seeking to enforce a mortgage n an executory roceeding must file

a petition praying for the seizure and sale of ihe property affected by the mortgage

and must submit with the petition authentic evidence of( 1) the note, bond, or other

instrument evidencing the obligation secured by the mortgage,  and  ( 2)  the

authentic act of mortgage on the immovable property importing a confession of

judgment.   La. Code Civ. Pro, arts. 2634 and 2635A;  Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. v.

Settoon, 12- 1980 ( La. App. 1 Cir. 6/ 7/ 13), 120 So. 3d 757, 759.  The note, bond, or

other instrument evidencing the obligation secured by the mortgage and paraphed

for identification with the act of mortgage is deemed to be authentic for purposes

of executory process. La. Code Civ. Pro. art. 2636( 1).   Signatures affixed to the

instrument secured by the mortgage are presumed genuine, and no further evidence

of those signatures is required for the purposes of executory process,  See La. R.S.

9: 4422( 1); Wells Fargo Bank, 120 So. 3d at 759.

The defendant in an executory proceeding may arrest the seizure and sale of

the property by injunction when the debt secured by the mortgage is extinguished,

or is legally unenforceable, or if the procedure required by law for an executory

proceeding has not been followed.  La. Code Civ, Pro. art. 2751.  The applicant for

a preliminary injunction need make only a prima facie showing that he will prevail

on the merits.   Wells Fafgo Bank, 120 So. 3d at 760; Paddison Builders, Inc. v.

Turncliff,  95- 1753 ( La. App.  1 Cir. 4/ 4/ 9, 672 So. 2d 1133,  1136, writ denied,

96- 1675  ( La.  10/ 4/ 96),  679 So.  2d 1386.    The decision to grant or deny a

preliminary injunction lies within the sound discretion of the trial court.  Absent a

clear abuse of this discretion,  the trial court' s ruling will not be disturbed on
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appeal. Wells Fargo Bank, 120 Sc. 3d at 76; City ofBaton Rouge/Parish ofEast

Baton Rouge v. 200 Gove nment Street, LLC, 08- 0510 ( La. App. 1 Cir. 9/ 23/ 08),

995 Sa 2d 32, 36, writ denied, OS- 2S54 ( La. 1/ 9/ U9), 998 So. 2d 726.

U.S. Bank attached to st patition th original note, which u as paraphed far

identification with the mortgage, and a ce tified copy of ±he mortgage.   The note

was signed by Dumas as the maker and was made payable to the order of the

Lender," who is identified as Homecomings Financial Network, Inc.   The note

further reflects that it was indorsed on behalf of Homecomings Financial with the

notation " WITHOUT RECOURSE PAY TO THE ORDER OF RESIDENTIAL

FiJNDING CORPORATION."  An indarsement on behalf of Residential Funding

Corporation then appears below the following language: " PAY TO THE ORDER

OF U.S. Bank National Association as Trustee WITHOLTT RECOURSE."

The mortgage identifies Dumas as the `Borrower," and it was signed by him

before a notary and two witnesses.   The agreement further names Homecomings

Financial as the " Lender" and sets forth the date and basic terms of the promissory

note,  sometimes referenced as the  " Loan."     The mortgagee is identified as

Mortgage Electronic Registration System,  Inc.   (" MERS"),   described in the

agreement as " a separate corporation that is acting solely as a nominee for Lender

and Lender' s successors and assigns."  According to the mortgage, the instrument

secures to Lender . . . the repayment of the Loan" and provides that Dumas " does

hereby mortgage, grant and convey to MERS ( solely as nominee for Lender and

Lender' s successors and assigns) and to the successars and assigns of MERS, with

power of sale, the following described property," which is followed by a reference

to the legal description of the subject property.

On appeal U.S.  Bank assigns as error the trial court' s granting of the

preliminary injunction because Dumas did not articulate a legal basis for arresting

the seizure and sale.  This general assignment of error is then supplemented with
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assignments that are specific to the arguments advanced by Dumas in support of

his petition for injunction.   The contenrions that Dumas pursued before the trial

court and continues to assert on appeal, or asserts for the first time on appeal, are

the following:

I j U.S. Bank did not prQduce auxhentzc evic ence or the mortgage;

2)     Th onfession of jixdgmen n rhe mortgage is defective;

3)     The petition is fatally defective because U.S.  Bank did not
allege that it is the  " holdee"  of the promissory note,  or,

alternatively, U.S. Bank has no right to enforce the promissory
note because the identified trust does not exist;

4)     Dumas was not notified of the transfer of the promissory note in
violation of 15 U.S. C. 1641 and 12 U.S. C. 2601, et seq.;

5)     U.S. Bank did not produce corporate resolutions authorizing the
indorsements on the promissory note;

6)     The indorsements were made by rubber stamps and are not
signatures;

7)     The promissory note and mortgage are separately owned and
not enforceable by U.S.  Bank;

8)     The verification of the petition was deficient;

9)     The indorsements of the pronnissory note are not in authentic farm;
and

10)   An instrument attached to the petiYion that purported to transfer the

note on behalf of U.S. Bank ta ti,S. Bank was deficient.

1.       Authentic Evidence of Mortgage

The mortgage on the property was recorded with the Clerk of Court for East

Baton Rouge Parish on July 27, 2005.   The copy of the mortgage attached to the

petition contains a stamp on each page by the Clerk of ourt confir ning that it is a

Certified True and Conect Copy."    This certification is accompanied by the

Clerk' s seal, his name, and the date and time the copy was generated.

A certified copy of the mortgage is deemed to be authentic pursuant to

Louisiana Code of Civil Procedure article 2636(2).    The requirements for a
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certified copy of a document for purp ses or executUry process are set forth in

Louisiana Revised Statute 13: 4102D( l), w ich provides (emphasis added):

Whenever the 1aw requires a certifizd copy of any document . . .
for purposes of executory 7rocess,  a notaty public who has the
original or a copy of such document on file in has office, custodian of
notarial records,  or clerk of c urt shail note on the copy of the
document that it is a correct copy anu xnay include v ords such as
certified copy", " true copy", or any other words which reasonably

indicate that the copy of the docuznent is a certi ed copy,  and the
copy so certified shall be deemed authentic evidence.

The copy of the mortgage certified as true nd correct by the East Baton Rouge

Parish Clerk of Court satisfies the requirements of Section 4102D( 1).

Dumas cites Bank of New York Mellon v.  Smith,  11- 60  ( La. App.  3 Cir.

6/ 29/ 11), 71 So. 3d 1034,  1043, wNat denied,  11- 2080 ( La.  11/ 18/ 11), 75 So. 3d

462, wherein the court stated that authentic evidence means " the instruments of the

mortgage loan must be originals or copies that are certified by the same notary

befare whom the instruments were initially executed."  Dumas thus suggests that

only the notary who executed the mortgage can certify a copy of the instrument for

purposes of executory process.  This assertion fails to recognize that Bank ofNew

York Mellon involved a suit for executory process where the original promissory

note had been lost, and the seizing creditor attached uncertified copies of the note

and mortgage to his petition.  Bank ofNew York Mellan, 71 So. 3d at 1038, 1043.

Under those circumstances, the court stated that the " instruments of the mortgage

loan" must be originals or copies certified as true by the same notary befare whom

the instruments were initially executed.   Bank of New York Mellon, 71 So. 3d at

1043.

We are not confronted with an executory proceeding involving a lost note,

nor did U.S. Bank attempt to utilize uncertified copies of the note and mortgage to

establish its right to use executory process.  Dumas does not dispute that U.S. Bank

attached the original of the promissory note to its petition.    U.S.  Bank also
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submitted a properly certified copy of the mortgage that is deemed authentic for

purposes of executory process pursuant to Article 2636( 2) and Louisiana Revised

Statute 13: 4102D( 1).  Dumas' argument that U.S. Bank failed to produce authentic

evidence of the mortgage lacks merit.

2.       Confession of Judgm nt

Dumas next contends that the confession of udgment eontained in the

mortgage is not sufficient to support the use of executory process.   Pursuant to

Louisiana Code of Civil Procedure articl 2631, executory process is available to

enfarce a mortgage " importing a confession of judgment."   An act evidencing a

mortgage or privilege imports a confession of judgment when the obligor therein

acknowledges the obligation secured thereby,  whether then existing or to arise

thereafter, and confesses judgment thereon if the obligation is not paid at maturity.

La. Code Civ. Pro. art. 2632.

The mortgage contains the following pertinent language in paragraph 23:

Foreclosure.  Following Lender' s acceleration of payment,
Lender may commence appropriate foreclosure proceedings under this
Security Instrument under ordinary or executory process, under which
Lender may cause the Property to be immediately seized and sold,
with or without appraisal  .  .  .  .   For purposes of fareclosure under

executory process procedures;  Borrower confesses judgment and
acknowledges to be indzbted to Lender for all sums secured by this
Security Instrument, in principai, interest, costs, expenses, attorneys'
fees and other iees and char es.

Under paragraph 22 of the martgage, the Lender can accelerate the payment of the

promissory note " following Borrower' s failure to pay principal, interest, and other

fees and charges as provided" in the note.

Dumas argues that this language does not conform to Louisiana Code of

Civil Procedure article 2632 because it does not contain the phrase  " if the

1
In support of his argument that U.S.  Bank failed to present authentic evidence of the

mortgage, Dumas also cites, without explanation, Bankers Trust Co.  of California,  N.A.  v.
Cooley,  03- 1942 ( La, App.  1 Cir. 6/25/ 04),  884 So.  2d 594, which involved a lost act of
assignment of the note.  That case likewise provides no support for the assertion that an act of

mortgage certified as true and correct by the Clerk of Court is not authentic avidence pursuant to
Article 2536(2) and Section 4102D( 1).
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obligation is not paid at maturity."   For support, Uumas quotes an excerpt from

Bank of New York Mellon wherein the court observed that a confession of

judgment in a mortgage did not contaixi the phrase " if the obligation is not paid at

maturity."  Bank ofNew York ell n, ? 1 S. 3d at 1043,  However, the court did

not attribute anv substantive conse u rtces tea the onzission of thaC phrase and based

its ruling on other grounds.  See Bank oft'' ew Yc rk ellon, 71 Sa 3d at 1Q44- 45. z

In paragraph 23 of Dumas'   mortgage,   he   " confesses judgment and

acknowledges to be indebted to Lender for all sums"  secured by the mortgage.

That paragraph becomes applicable only in the event of an acceleration of the

promissory note, which under paragraph 22, may only occur upon Dumas' " failure

to pay principal,  interest,  and other fees and charges as provided"  in the note.

These provisions are sufficient to satisfy the requirements for a confession of

judgment under Article 2632.   See Regions Bank v. Rauch,  12- 0232 ( La. App.  1

Cir. 12/2ll12), 2012 WL 6677790, writ not considered, 13- 0201 ( La. 4/ 1/ 13), 110

So. 3d 134, reconsideration denied, 13- 0201 ( La. 5l3/ 13), ll2 So. 3d 854 ( clause

in mortgage providing that debtor " confesses judgment and acknowledges to be

indebted to [ lender]" confarmed with Article 2632).  We find no merit in Dumas'

argument that the mortgage does not contain a sufficient confession ofjudgment.

3.       Allegations of Petition and ti.5. Bank' s Right to Enforce Instrument

Dumas asserts that U.S. Bank' s petition is fatally defective because the bank

does not allege that it is the  " holder"  or tk e owner of the promissory note.

According to Dumas; U.S. Bank failed to allege any of the essential requirements

of Louisiana Revised Statute 103- 301, which provides:

2 The court reviewed the law ef executory process and the creditor' s seizure of the property in
the context of exceptions of no cause of action filed in response to the debtox' s elaims against the

creditor and its attorney under 42 U,S. C. 1983.  Bank ofNew,York Mellon, 71 So. 3d at 1041- 4.
Finding a sufficient state action had been alleged, the court denied the exceptior.s, based in part
on a finding that the seizure was wrongful because the creditor failed to attach to the petition the
original note ( which was lostj or certified copies of the note and a mortgage.  Bank ofNew York
Mellon, 71 So. 3d at 1038, 1044- 45.
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Person enti led. to enforce" ar instrum nt rne ns ( i) the holder of the
instnunent, ( ii) a nonholder iri poss ssion of the instrumer.t who has
the rights af a holder,  or  ( iii)  a pet son not in possession of the
instrument who is entitled to enforae the instrument pursuant to R.S.
103- 309 or 10: 3- 418( d).   A person may be a person entitled to
enforce the instrument even though t1 e 'person is not the owner of the
instrument or is zn wr ngful possession of he instrumenY.

The allegataons of the petiti n c nfiaxn that li.S. Bank prop r.y a4leged its

right to enforee the note.   U.S,  B nic alie ed that it " is entit?ed to enforce the

promissory note" and submitted the original of the note with the petition.  The note

is specially indorsed, " PAY TO THE ORDER OF U.S. Bank National Association

as Trustee WITHOUT RECOURSE."   See La.  R.S.  10: 3- 205( a)_    Pursuant to

Section 3- 301, an instrument may be enfarced by the " holder of the instrument" or

a nonholder in possession of the instrument who has the rights of a holder."    A

holder" is defined, in part, as " the person in possession of a negotiable instrument

that is payable either to- bearer or to an identified person that is the person in

possession."   La. R.S.  10: 1- 201( 21)( Al.   When it filed the perition for executory

process, U.S, Bank presented the original of the promissory note, which states that

it is payable to U.So Bank, as a trustee; and the bank, in its capacity as a trustee,

alleged that it was entitled to enforce the note.    These allegations satisfy the

requirements of Section 3- 30L See Deutsche Bank Trust Company America v.

Ochoa, 12- 800 ( La. App. 5 Cir. 5/ 23I13), 120 So. 3d 735, 7 I ( bank was " person

entitled to enforce" a promissory note under Seotion 3- 301 where it was rn physical

possession of the note and alleged that it was " entitled to enfr rce" the note).  We

find no merit to this argument.

In a related defense, Dumas contends that U.S. Bank has no righx to enforce

the promissory note as a trustee for " RFMSI 200557" because no trust exists by

that name.   Dumas relies on an affdavit and a supplemental affidavit of Linda

Zimmerman,  who represents that she is an expert in foreclosure and mortgage

documentation examinaYion.    According to Zimmerman,  the  " Dunnas loan was
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incorporated intd' a trust named "`RFMSI Series 2005 S- 7 Tzust."   Zimmerman

opines that U.S. Bank " is a tempting to represent a non-existent entity" and " has no

standing to bring thxs suit," furthar offering, `''I[] , QUisiana I believe it is termed

No Right ofAction.' because it has no interest or ownership in e promissory note

or mortgage."

This defense places undùe mpnasis an the precise nazne of' the trust and

incorrectly suggests that the trust is 4he prcper party to enforce an instrument that

is payable to the trustee.   A trust " is a relationship resulting from the transfer of

title to property to a person to be administered by him as a fiduciary for the benefit

of another."  La. R.S. 9: 1731.  Under Louisiana Revised Statute 10: 3- 110( c)( 2)( i),

if an instrument is payable to " a trust, an estate, or a person described as trustee or

representative of a trust or estate,  the instrument is payable to the trustee,  the

representative, or a successar of either, whether ar not the beneficiary or estate is

also namedo"  ( Emphasis added).    Similarly, Louisiana Code of Civil Procedure

article 699 provides,  " Except as otherwise provided by law,  the trustee of an

e ress trust is the proper plainti£Fto sue to enforce a right of the trust estate."

U.S. Bank, in its capacity as a trustee, is the payee of the promissory note

and was in possession of the original promissory note when the petition was filed,

and therefore is the proper plaixitiff in this proceeding.  The trust, whether labeled

RFMSI 2005S7" or " RFMSI Series 2005 S- 7 Trust," is a relationship and is not a

proper plaintiff to enforce the promissory note.  See La. R.S. 9: 1731; La. R.S. 10: 3-

ll 0( c)( 2)( i); La. Code of Civ. Pro. art. 699.  See also Howard_Marshall Charitable

Remainder Annuity Trust, 97- 1718 ( La. 3/ 4/ 98), 7fJ9 So. 2d 662, 667(noting that " a

trust is not a ` juridieal person' in the strict sense of the word"); La. Civ. Code a t.

549,  Revision Comments  ("  trust  .  .  .  is a  ` relationship,'  not an entity").

Accordingly, the purported discrepancies in the name of the trust do not affect the

right of U.S. Banlc, as the trustee, to enforce the promissory note.
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Dumas also argues that the prnmissoa-y- note was " transfer[ ed] xo" the trust

after the  " closing date,"  and is therefore null and  oid,  citing Zimmerman' s

affidavit and the affidavit of Joseph Esquivel, yvho attests that he is an expert in

mortgage securitizatic n analysis andl chain of custody analysis.  According to those

affidavits; tl trust is governec by a pooling and servicing agreement (" PSA") that

is subject to the law of New Xork and rovid s that the transfer and sale of any

interest in a mortgage to the trust should have been done on or befare the closing

date.

The af idavits are conflicting as to the actual  " closing date."    Esquivel

initially identified a " cutoff date" of November 1, 2005, but later stated that the

closing date" was November 23, 2005.  Zimmerman attested that the closing date

was about two years later on either October 30,  2Q07 or November 1,  2007.

Despite this uncertainty,  the Zimmerman affidavit offered by Dumas directly

contradicts his claim that the promissory note and mortgage were transferred to the

trustee after the closing date:    According to Zimmerman,  " The Trust  (RFMSI

Series 2005 S- 7 Trust) documents reflect that the Dumas loan was incorparated

into the Trust before the closing or Cut-Off dates,"  Esquivel did not contradict this

statement and only stated that no evidence had been presented to confircn that the

transaction occurred before the closing date.  According to Esquivel, "[ T]ypically a

promissory note is never physically delivered into ttie possession" of the trust, but

whether such a transfer oacurred " can be easily confirmed . . . by checking with the

custodian of the documents as .  .  .  it was listed to exist in the RF1 SI 2005- S7

Trust."  He then added, " Until then, there is no evidence the . : . Trust ever in any

manner possessed this specific loan asset before' the cutoff date . . . e " ( Emphasis

deleted).

We are not aware of any statute or jurisprudence in LouisiarAa suggesting

that the acquisition of a promissory note and mortgage after the " closing date" of a
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trust prevents the trustee frnm enforcing  ±he note and mortgage.     Dumas

recognized in the proznissory note that the " Lender may transfer" the note, and he

remained liable for tkie payment of fhe note after any transfer in accordance with

Louisiana Revised S al ute 10. 3- 412.    Duma  is neither a pa rty to the PSA

agreement, nar has i e allegzd ar y dainag s as a resu'.t of±he aLegeci i reach of the

PSA. 3 This argument by Dumas has no merit.

4.       Notifications Required by 15 ti.S. C I641 and 12 U.S. C. 2601, et seq.

Dumas claims that he was not provided notice of the assignment,  sale, ar

transfer of the promissory note and mortgage until the foreclosure, in violation of

15 U.S. C. 1641, the " Truth in Lending Act," and 12 U.S. C. 2601, et seq., the Real

Estate Settlement Procedures Act ("RESPA").

Not later than 30 days after the sale or assignment of a mortgage loan, the

Truth in Lending Act requires the assignee to notify the borrower of the identity of

the new creditor and its contact information, the date of the transfer, how to reach

an agent ar party having authority to act on b half of the new creditor, the location

of the place where the transfer of ownership of the debt is recorded,  and other

relevant information regarding the new creditoro IS U.S. C. 1641( g).  However, the

Truth in Lending Act does not provide that the failure to provide the notice is a

defense to repayment of the debt, or otherwise prevents the creditor from invoking

foreclosure proceedings if the borrower defaults.   Instead,  15 U.S. G 1640( a)( 1)

imposes liabiliry on the creditor far " any actual damage sustained by such person"

3

Cf. Pearl Rtver Basin Land & Dev. Co., L.L.C. v.. State ex rel. Governor's O ce of
Homeland Sec. & Emergency Preparedness, 09-0084 ( La. App. 1 Cir. 10/ 27i09j, 29 So. 3d 589,
592 ( recognizing that " no action for breach of contract may lie in the absence of privity of
contract between the parties").  Courts of other states, including New York, that have considered
alleged violations of a PSA trust agreemenY have held that a bonower obligated under a

promissory note in the txusY does not have standing to assert a claim for any such violations.  See
Ienkins v. JP Morgan Chase Bank, NA., 216 Cal. App. 4th 497, 515, 156 Ca1. Rptr. 3d 912, 927
2013); Cimerring v: Merrill Lynch Mortgage Investors, Inc, 35 Mise. 3d 1242(Aj,  12; 9S3

N.Y.S. 2d 549, 9( Sup. Ct. 2012).
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as a result of the creditar' s failure to provide >he required notices.`'  A defense to a

foreclosure proc2eding is granted o ily by Sectian 1640(k)( 1), which provides that

a consumer may assert a vicalaX?.on of cert.a.in requirements of Section 1639b(c)

governing the ay ment of`compensation or origination fees to a loan originatar) or

1639c( a) ( credi or' s obligation to make a rea onable nd gaod faith determination

of a consumer' s reasonanl abil.iiv to repa ihe ioan) as a matter of defense to a

foreclosure by way of recoupment ar set off in the amount of the damages to which

the consumer would be entitked to recover,  plus costs and attorney' s fees.  15

U.S. C. 1640(k)(1).  Dumas alleges no violations, recoupment, or set off concerning

Sections 1639b( c) or 1639c( a); therefore, his assertion that the Truth in Lending

Act prehibits the use of executory process in this proceeding has no merit.

With respect to RESPA,  Section 2605( bj requires that a loan " servicer"

notify the borrower in writing of any assignment, sale ar transfer of the " servicing

of the loan"  to any other person.   A " servicer"  is the  " person responsible for

servicing of a loan ( including the person who makes or holds a loan if such person

also serviaes the loan)."   " Servicing"  means  " receiving any scheduled periodic

payments from a borrower pursuant to 2he terms of any loan, including amounts for

escrow accounts described in section 2609 of this title, and making the payments

of principal and interest and sueh other paym nts with respect to the ar.lounts

received from the borrower as may be required pursuant to the terms of the loan."

iz u.s.c. 26os> z ana 

The only evidence presented concerning the loan servicer i contained in the

Esquivel affidavit, which provides that the " loan is being serviced by Residential

Funding Corporation with the clarifying code  .  .  .  RFMSI 2005- S7."    Dumas

provided no evidence of any assignment,  sale ar transfer of the loan servicing.

Therefore,  he failed to make a prima facie showing that he was entitled to a

Section 1640 also authorizes the recovery of finance charges and other sums in appropriate
cases.  See 15 U.S. C. 1640( a).      
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RESPA notice.   We further not that an ndividual' s remedy for a violation of

Section 2605 is a claim for actual dartnages su5tained by the borrowzr as a result of

the failure to provide the notice, and any additi nal damages the court may allow,

in the case of a pz ttern or practice c f noncomplian; e, in an amount not to exceed

2, 000.0.   12 iJ.:S. C. 2605( f1( 1).   [ Jnd r tlae iact s f this ase, ItESPA does not

prohibit U.S. Bank from using ex cutory provess t eraforc th romissory note

and mortgage.

We note that Louisiana Civil Code article 2643 provides that the assignment

of a right is effective against the debtor only from the time the debtor has actual

knowledge, or has been given notice of the assignment.  However, Dumas does not

deny receiving notice of the transfer of the note, only that he did not receive notice

of the assignment  " until such time as there was the attempted foreclosure."

Service of a petition to enforce an assigned obligation is sufficient notice of the

assignment pursuant to Article 2643.  See Fidelity National Bank ofBaton Rouge

v.  Calhoun,  08- 1685  ( La.  App.  1 Cir.  3/ 27/09),  11 So.  3d 1ll9,  1126.    This

principle is particularly applicable in the present case where Dumas does not allege

that he failed to pay the note because of any uncertainty or confusion concerning

the assignee' s identiry.

5.       Corporate Resolutions Authorizing Indorsements

Dumas argues that U.S. Bank was obligated to provide corporate resolutions

confirming the authority of the individuals who signed the promissory note on

behalf of Homecomings Financial Network (who indarsed the note payable to the

order of Residential Funding Corporation) and Residential Funding Corporation

who indorsed the note payable to the order of U.S. Bank).  For authority, Dumas

primarily relies upon First Guaranry Bank,  Hammond,  La.  v,  Baton Xouge

Petroleum Center, Inc., 529 So. 2d 834 ( La. 1987), wherein the supreme court held

that a creditor seeking to use executory process was required to offer authentic
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evidence of a corporate re ulutior.  autThoricng    corporate debtor to grant the

mortgage at issue 5

First Guaranty Bank concerns roof of a eorparate representative' s authority

to grant a morkgage on crarporate- oavr d property,   and,   on that basis,   is

distinguishable from the present case • Iaerein Durrsas is challen ing the authority

of corporate representatives to sign a pronr_issc rv note as indorsers.b The authority

to sign the promissory note, which qualifies as an " instrumenY' under Louisiana

Revised Statute 103- 104(b),  is governed by Louisiana Revised Statute 10: 3-

308( a), effective January 1, 1994, which provides in pertinent part:

In an action with respect to an instrument, the authenticity of,  and

authority to make, each signature on the znstrument is admitted unless
specifically denied in the pleadings.   If the vaIidiry of a signature is
denied in the pleadings, the burder of establishing validity is on the
person claiming validity,  but the signature is presumed to be
authentic and authorized unless the action is to enforce the liability
of the purported signer and the signer is dead or incompetent at the

time of trial of the issue ofvalidity of the signature. : . .

Emphasis added.)  The stated exception is not applicable because U.S. I3ank is not

seeking to enforce any liability of the indorsers, so their signatures are presumed to

be authentic and authorized.   U.S.  Bank was not required to present corporate

resolutions to prove the authority of the cor ora e representatives who signed the

promissory note.  See La. R.Se 103- 308     

A rehearing was granted in First Guaranry Bank, but the court held in both the original
decision and on rehearing that a corporate resolution authorizing the corporate debtor to grant the
mortgage was required fer executory process.  See First Guaranty Bank, 529 So. 2d at 836, and
529 So. 2d at 83& ( on rehearing).

6 See also La. R.S. 13: 4103 ( deearung certain evidence athentic in suits seeking to enforae a
mortgage against a corporate debtor).

Dumas also cites Elmwood Federal Savings and L.oan Association v. M& C Partnership in
Commendam, 552 50. 2d 1217, 1220 ( La. App. 5 Cir. 1989), holding that a plainriff who invoked
executory process was required to attach to its petition a corporate resolution authori.zing the
transfer of the mortgage and the mortgage note.  Elmwood Federal Savings was decided before

the enachnent of Section 308 and is disringuished for that reason.
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6.       Signatures Stamp d on Promissory Note

Dumas next asserts that the indorseanents of the promissory note on behalf

of Homecomings Financial Network and Residential Funding Corporation do not

qualify as " signatures"  L ecause thev were anade by stamps and were not hand-      

written.   Theref re, according to Dumas, these starnped indorsements do not fall

within the scope of Louisiarxa Reviseci tatutz 9 4422 which rov des, in part, that

all " signatures" affixed to a promissory n.ote are presumed genuine and no further

evidence of those signatures is required for executory process.

Section 4422 does not define  " signature,"  but the Louisiana Uniform

Commercial Code does define " signed" and " indorsement."   Pursuant to Section

10: 1- 201( 37),  " signed"  includes  " using any symbol executed or adopted with

present intention to adopt or accept a writing."   The Uniform Commercial Code

UCC) Comment further explains:

This provision also makes it clear that, as the term " signed" is used in

the Uniform Commercial Code, a complete signature is not necessary.
The symbol may be printed, stamped or written; it may be by initials
or by thumbprint.   It may be on any part of the document and in
appropriate cases may be found in a biilhead or letterhead.  No catalog
of possible situations can be complete and the court must use common

sense and commercial experience in passing upon these matters.  The
question always is whether the symbol was executed or adopted by
the party with present intention to adopt or accept the writing.

La. R.S. 10: 1- 201, UCC Comment 37 ( emphasis added).

Indarsement" means:

A]  signature,  other than that of a signer as maker,  drawer,  ar

acceptor, that alone or accompanied by other words is made on an
instrument  for the purpose of ( i)  negotiafing the instrument,  ( ii)

restricting payment of the instrument,  or  ( iii)  incurring indorser' s
liability on the instrument, but regardless of the intent of the signer, a
signature and its accompanying wards is an indorsement unless the
accompanying wards; terms of the instrument, place of the signature,
or other circumstances unambiguously indicate that the signature was
made for a purpose other than indorsement.    For the purpose of

determining whether a signature is made on an instrument, a paper
affixed to the_instrument is a part of the instrument.

La. R.S. 103- 20( a).    
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We are not aware of any Lo azsiana ; urisprudence specifically on point;

however, In re Bass, ' T3 . E.2d 1' 1 ( i.C;. 3128,' 1;, is indicative of the approach

of the courts of other states tk!at ha, e consxdered whether ara instrument was

adequately " signed'
9

by a staxnpe ignah.ir.   Sinnilat to the preseat a atter, In re

Bass involved J. S. Banit as t ae c r ls san , a t. in possessi ra of the ox•igina? note,

and Residential Fundirig Co:-poratic rt a a prior holder who indbrsed the note to

U. S. Bank.   As in the present case, the indorsements of the note were made by

stamped signatures.    The borrower argued that a " mere stamp" was not sufficient

to pass ownership of commercial paper from one lender to another lender."  In re

Bass, 738 S. E.2d at 175.

The North Caxo ine Supreme Court reviewed the same statutory definitions

of  "signed"  and  " instrument"  found in the Louisiana UCC,  along with the

comment indicating that a symbol of a signature can be " stamped," and rejected

the borrower' s argument, explaining;

T] he UCC does not limit a signature to a long-form writing of an
individual person' s name.   See 1B Lary Lawrence,   Lawrence's
Anderson on the Uniform Commercial Code   §   1- 201: 385   ( 3d

ed.2012) . . . .  Under this broad definition, "[ t]he authenticating intent
is sufficiently shown by the fact that the name of a party is written on
the line which calls for the name of that party."   Id.  §  1- 201390.

Even if there tnight be some irregularities in the signature,  the

necessary intent can still be found based on the signatare itself and
other attendant circumstances. Id.  :- 201: 405.

The contested stamp indicates on its face an intent to transfer the debt
In addition, the stamp appears on the page of the Note where

other, uncontested indorsements were placed.   We also observe that

the original Note was indeed transferred 1n accordance with the

stamp' s clear intent.   The stamp evidences that it was " executed or
adopted by the party with present intention to adopt or accept the
writing." N,C. G.S. § 25- 1- 201 cmt. 37,  Under the broad definition of

signature"  in N.C.G. S.  §  25- 1- 201 and the accompanying official
comment, the stamp . . . constitutes a signature,

The stamp therefore was " an indorserrient unless the accomparying
words,  terms of the instrument,  place of the signature,  or other

circumstances unambiguously indicate that the signature was made for
a purpose other than indorsement."  Id.  §  25- 3- 204( a)  ( emphasis
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added).  With no unambig;uous evidene,e indicating the signature was
made for any other purpose,  the stazrp u'as an indorsement that
transferred the Note . . . .

In re Bass, 738 S. E.2d at 176- 177.

We reach [ he same con:.lusioxi for the stamped si natures on the promissory

note at issue kterein.  The stamped signatur.es a[ spear or the facc of the note on the

signature page aztd are accompar?pad by instnzctior s to LSPA' ' Z' THE ORDER

OF" followed by named payees.   "The original noYe was transferred to U.S. Bank

pursuant to the stamped indorsement on bahalf of Residential Funding

Corporation.  The stamps thus evidence an " intention to adopt or accept a writing"

for the purpose of negotiating the promissory note.  See La. R.S. 10: 1- 201( 37); La.

R.S.   103- 204( a).     The stamped  " signatures"  are therefore deemed authentic

pursuant to Louisiana Revised Statute 9: 4422( 1). g See also La. R.S. 10: 3- 308( a).

7.     Separate Ownership of Promissory Note and Mortgage

Dumas contends that the mortgage was issued to MERS and that MERS

never assigned the mortgage.    Therefore,  according tc  Dumas,  the note and

mortgage have been " split," and U.S. Bank cannot avail itself of the mortgage and

foreclose on the property.    This defense is  ot supported by the terms oF the

mortgage ar Louisiana law governing the transf'er of notes and mortgages.

The mortgage identifies MERS as the " znortg gee" but explains that MERS

is " acting solely as a nominee fo.r Lender and Lender' s successors and assi ns. i9

The promissory note, which is paraphed for identification with the mortgage, is

8 Dumas also az ues that the present version of Section 4422 does not apply to this case.  The
statute was amended by 2012 La. Acts, No. 400, effective August 1, 2012, to render it applicable
to any " promissory note, whether negqtiable or not . . . ."  Prior to this amendment, the statute

applied to " any negotiable instrument or instrument that wouPd be negotiable but for a limitation
of personal liability of the maicer .  .  .  ."   The amendment is not matexizl to the current

proceeding, as the promissory note at issue is a negotiable instrument and thus subject to either
version of the statute. See Wetls Fargo Bank, 120 So. 3d at? 59 n.2.

9
Cf La. R.S. 9`.5302 (" A fiduciary for the holders of the obligations secured by the mongage

may be named in the ac? as morrgagee in, trust for fhe benefit of the credators, He shall be
irrevocaL ly appointed special attorney- in-fas,t ior the hotders of the obligaiions and vested with
full power in their behalf to effect and enforce fhe mortgage for Yheir benefit.")
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identified in the mortgage by a`e, amount; and ariaturity.  The rr ortgage provides

that it  "secures to Lender  .     .  the repavment of the Loan, ,and all renewals,

extensions and modif cations af the Nete."  The agreement also confirn s that " the

Note  (to eth r yvith this S c aYiity A.gre m nY.)  cat  be sold one or more times

without prior r ugi e to Borrc wzr."   La the  vent af a d fauit, t e " Lender may

commenc  ppropriate forecic sur  prac- din s under this Sec rity Instriiment

under ordinary or executory process, under which Lender may cause the Property

to be unmediately seized and sold, with or without appraisal . . . ."  The terms of

the mortgage establish that it was granted to secure payment of the promissory note

and autharized the original lender,  Homecoznings Financial Netwark,  and its

assigns the right to seize and sell the property in the event of a default on the note.

The mortgage is an accessory obligation to the debt it secures.   La.  Civ.

Code art.  3282.    Louisiana lavv is well established that the transfer of a note

identified with a mortgage transfers the mortgage lso.   See La. Civ. Code art.

2645  (" assignment of a right includes ixs aceessories such as security rights");

Gaines v. Bonnabel;  l68 La. 262, 266,  121 So. 764, 765- 66 ( 1929);   Louisiana

National Bank ofBaton Rouge v. Heroman, 280 So. 2d 362, 371 ( La.  App. 1 Cir.),

writ denied, 281 So. 2d 755  (La.  1973).   As explained by the supreme court in

Gaines,

The notes were the principal obligation and the mortgage was the

accessory.  The notes were fu11y described in the act of mortgage and
were identified therewith.   When therefore the notes passed from the

mortgagee to the plaintiff, such delivery' and transfer included all of
the accessory obligations, covenants, and stipulations contained in the
act ofmortgagz.

Gaines,  168 La.  at 265- 66,  121 So.  ac 765. See also La; G: v.  Code art.  2645,

Comment ( b) (" Under this Article, the transfer of a promissory note also transfexs

the accessory rights of mortgage and privilege that secure the debt i: voived"); L.a.
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Civ.  Code art.  3274,  Commeri9  ( a) ( the " ortgage, being an a essory to  [ the]

creditors' rights, is inseparable frum ther").

Consistent with this principle, Louisiana iZevised Statkte 9: 4422(3) provides

the following cancerraing the en orcement f a aortgage by executory process:

The holder of any promissory r c te, ur:ihetl er neg tiable or not, and any
negotiable instrument un.der thi Se tion ay enforce the mortgage or

privilege se uring such instrument without authentic evidence of the
signatures; assi nment, pledge, negot a.ti n, or transfer thereof.

Dumas relies on jurisprudence from other states in support of his position

that U.S. Bank cannot enforce the mortgage because it was " split" from the note;

however, those cases do not address the transfer of a note that also transfers the

mortgage.    The cited cases address the opposite scenario presented here,  and

involved a party transferring only the mortgage ( the accessory obligation) and not

the note ( the primary obligation).   Under those circumstances, the courts held that

the assignee' s acquisition of the mortgage, without the note, did not vest it with

any rights because the mortgage only secured payment of the note, which had not

been assigned.  See Bellistri v. Ocwen Loan Servicing, LLC, 284 S. W, 3d 619, 623-

24 ( Mo. App. E.D. 2009) ( seizing creditor acquired only the mortgage from MERS

and did not acquire note from the holder);  Vance v.  Fields,  172 So. 2d 613, 614

Fla. 1 Dist. App. 1965) ( no assignment of the note was intended ar accomplished);

Sobel v.  Mutual Development, Inc., 313 So. 2d 77,  78 ( Fla.  1 Dist.  App.  1975)

pledge of a mortgage without reference to the note ar obligation secured did not

vest any right in the pledge); In re Agard, 444 B.R. 23, 246 ( Bankr. E.DN.Y.

2011), vacated in part; BR 8-] 0- 77338 REG, 2012 WL 1043690 ( E.DN.Y. 2012)

assignment of mortgage is not sufficient to establish an effective assignment of

the note).  These cases provide no authority for departing from Louisiana Iaw that

an assignment of the note also transfers the mortgage securing payment of the note.

La. Civ. Code art: 2645; Gaines, 168 La. at 2h6, 121 So. at 765- 66;  Heroman, 280
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So. 2d at 371.   Dumas' argument that the nortgage cannot be enforced by U.S.

Bank has no merit.

8.       Verification of Petition

Dumas acknowledges in his brief to this court that verification of the petition

for executory process is not required; however, he nevertheless urges that " when it

occurs, it must be truthful, accurate, and 'based upon personal knowledge."   The

verification is signed by counsel of record " based upon the records provided to

affiant by the secured party that are kept or obtained in the ordinary course of

business of the secured party," and the affiant attests that the " allegations of fact

contained herein are true and correcY to the best of  [affiant' s]  knowledge,

information and belie£"   Dumas'  specific complaint is that the verification does

not affirm that the indorser' s signatures are genuine; however, those signatures are

presumed genuine pursuant to Louisiana Revised Statute 9: 4222( 1). 10 Dumas also

claims that the verification is without any factual basis, but the affiant confirms

that his statements are based upon records provided to him by U.S. Bank.

Furthermore,   as Dumas correctly concedes,   Louisiana Code of Civil

Procedure article 2634 does not require that a petition for executory process be

verified.  See Ford Motor Credit Co. v. Herron, 234 So. 2d 517, 519 ( La. App. 3

Cir. 1970) ( no requirement in Louisiana Code of Civil Procedure that all petitions

seeking executory process be verified).  While Louisiana Code of Civil Procedure

article 2637 permits proof of certain matters by a verified petition or affidavit, such

as the necessity of appointing an attomey to represent a party or an agreement to

extend or modify an obligation, none of the items identified in that article are

10 Dumas' reference to Louisiana Revised Statute 10: 9- 629 is misplaced, as that statute governs
executory process seeking enforcement of a " security interest," which is defined as " an interest
in personal property and fixtures." La. R. S. 10:9- 629( a); 1- 201( 35).
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alleged in this case. l l Dumas' claim that deficiencies in the verification precluded

the use of executory process is without merit.

9.       Authentic Evidence of Indorsements and Transfer of Note

Citing Miller v.  Cappel9 36 La. Ann.  264 ( 1884), Dumas asserts that the

indorsements of the note and tne transfer thereof are not in the required authentic

form.  The defect in the proceedings in Miller was the lack of authentic evidence of

the signature of the original payee of the note.  Miller, 36 La. Ann. at 264.   The

necessary evidence to establish a signature on an instrument is now govemed by

Louisiana Revised Statute 9: 4422,  enacted in 1489,  which provides that all

signatures on the instrument are " presumed to be genuine and no further evidence

is required of these signatures for purposes of executory process."   Therefore, the

signatures on the note are presumed genuine and no further evidence was required.

The note contains a special indorsement on its face that rendered it payable

to the order of U.S. Bank.  See La. R.S. 103- 205( a).  As indorsed, the original note

was transferred to the bank, which then became a " person entitled to enforce" the

instrument.   See La. R.S.  103- 201( b); 3- 301;  1- 201( 21)( A).   This is not a case

where the seizing party is relying on an act of assignment to establish its rights. lZ

The original note presented to the court by U.S. Bank reflects on its face that U.S.

Bank has the right to enforce the instrument, and no further evidence was required

to establish that right.

It is contended that the Zimmerman affidavit supports a determination that

Dumas rebutted the presumption that the indorser' s signatures are genuine, and

that Zimmerman  " investigated and deposed"  Faber  ( an indorser on the note).

However, the affidavit provides only that Zimmerman is " currently investigating"

11

See also La. R.S. 9:5555 ( applicable to executory proceedings involving an obligation not
paraphed for identification with the act of mortgage and permitting the obligation to be proved
by affidavit or verified petition). 

12 See, e.g., Cooley, 384 So. 2d at 594- 595, wherein this court held that authentic evidence was
required to prove the assignment of a note where an act of assignment was lost.
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Faber and then quotes a " summation" of a purported deposition of Faber.  The two

sentence " summation" provides:

Upon information and belief,  Judy Faber has instructed document
custodians in thousands of foreclosure cases to apply her stamped
endorsement bearing her name after foreclosure commenced to an
allonge and after a consumer had challenged the chain of title in the

case.    Upon infoimation and belief,  Ms.  Faber and her document

custodian team at facilities described in the Washington Post article

attached to this letter have fabricated and changed title in thousands of
foreclosure cases.

The  " summation"  does not identify who deposed Faber,  who prepared the

summation, or the proceeding in which Faber was deposed; and Zimmerman did

not attach the deposition, newspaper article, or " letter" to her affidavit.  However,

more importantly, the excerpt does not attempt to relate this information to the

present case with an explanation as to how Faber could possibly apply her stamped

signature to the subject note after the commencement of this proceeding when the

o iginal note was attached to the petition and already contained Faber' s stamped

signature.  U.S. Bank is not relying on an allonge or any other document produced

after suit was filed to establish the " chain of title" to the note.  Rather, when it filed

this proceeding, U.S. Bank presented and filed with the court the original of the

note, duly indorsed and made payable on its face to U.S. Bank.   The " deposition

summation" contained in Zimmerman' s affidavit is not applicable to the facts of

this case and does not cast any cloud on the validity of the assignment of the note.

10.     Additional Instrument Attached to Petition

Dumas also asserts that an instrument captioned " TRANSFER OF NOTE

SECiJR.ED BY MORTGAGE" is a phatocopy and not in authentic form, and that

the person who signed the document on behalf of MERS is not an employee of

MERS.  U.S. Bank attached this document to its petition, but on appeal the bank

does not rely on the " transfer" as a basis to enforce the note and mortgage.   The

instrument is executed on behalf of MERS and provides that MERS, " as nominee
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for U.S. Bank National Association as Trustee . . . does hereby transfer and deliver

to U.S. Bank National Association as Trustee RFIb1SI 2005S7   . .  . the note .  .  .

secured by a mortgage . . . :'  The dxument purports to transfer the note on behalf

of U.S. Bank, as trustee, to U.S. Barilc, as trustae for a specific trust, making U.S.

Bank both the transferor and the transferee.   'The bank does not contend that this

transfer" vested it with any rights, and we agree.  T'he document is not necessary

to establish U.S. Bank' s right to enforce the promissory note and mortgage, so any

alleged deficiencies in the form of the i strument do not prevent the use of

executory process. 13

CONCLUSION

We find that U.S.  Bank complied with the requirements for executory

process by filing a petition praying for the seizure and sale of the property affected

by the mortgage and submitting with the petition ( 1) the original promissory note

payable on its face to U.S. Bank, and ( 2) a certified copy of an authentic act of

mortgage importing a confession of judgment.  See La. Code Civ. Pro. arts. 2634,

2635A, and 2636( 2); Wells Fargo Bank, 120 So. 3d at 759.  Dumas failed to make

a prima facie showing that the procedure required by law for executory process

was not followed, so the trial court erred in granting the preliminary injunction.

For these same reasons,  the trial court also erred in converting the executory

proceeding to an ordinary proceeding.    We reverse the trial court' s judgment

entering a preliminary injunction restraining, enjoining and prohibiting U.S. Bank

from pursuing a sale of the subject property by or through the use of executory

process and converting the executory proceeding to an ordinary proceeding, and

13 Although a review of the instrumenYs form is not necessary for the resolution of this matter,
we note that it was executed before a notary and two wimesses, was recorded in the public land
records, and the copy in the record has been certified as true and correct by the Clerk of Court.
See La. Civ. Code art. 1833; La. Code of Civ. Pro. art. 2636(2); La. R.S. 13: 4102D( 1).  Further,

the Zimmerman affidavit, cited by Dumas as establishing that the person who signed the transfer
is not an employee of MERS, only states that the signor is not an " officer" of MERS.
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we remand for further proceedings in accordance herewith.  11 costs of this appeal

are assessed to Walter C. Dumas.

REVERSED AND I2EMANDED.
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U.S. BANK NATIONAL STATE OF LOUISIANA

ASSOCIATION AS TRUSTEE

FOR RFMSI 200557 COURT OF APPEAL

VERSUS FIRST CIRCUTT

WALTER C. DUMAS NGMBER 2012 CA 1902

WHIPPLE, C.J., dissenting.

It is welZ- recognized law th t executory process to enforce a mortgage is a

unique and harsh remedy requiring strict construction.  Moare v. Louisiana Bank

Trust Co., 528 So. 2d 606, 609 ( La. 1998).  Indeed, the conditions necessary to

satisfy the use of the unique and harsh remedy of executory process have been

described by the Louisiana Supreme Court as follows:

A writ of seizure and sale in Louisiana is issued by a judge of a court
of proper venue. To justify the issuance of the writ, the plaintiff must
make a proper showing to the reviewing judge.

The judge must satisfy himself that the plaintiff s petition is supported
by authentic evidence of   (1)   the instrument evidencing the
mortgagor's indebtedness;  ( 2)  the Act of Mortgage or privilege

containing a confession of judgment;  and ( 3) any other instruments
necessary to complete proof of piaintiff s right to use executory
process. Buckner v. Carmack, 272 So.2d 326, 330 ( La. 1973)

In this matter, the trial court found that proceeding by executory process was

improper because U.S. Bank' s evidence was insufficient to support its use of this

expedited procedure.   Specifieally, the trial court stated that after reviewing the

documents in evidence and the law, the defendant was " absolutely correct," and

this was " not properly followed executory process."  After careful review, I find no

error or abuse of discretion in the trial court' s ruling.

The trial court' s decision to grant preliminary injunction and convert the

proceedings to an ordinary proceeding should not be disturbed on appeal absent a

clear showing of abuse of discretion.     Moreover,  as the applicant for the

preliminary injunction,  the defendant was only required to make a prima facie



showing that he would prevail on the merits.  Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. y. Settoon,

2012- 1980 ( La. App. lst Cir. 6/ 7/ 13), 1 0 Se. 3d 757, 760.

In seeking to foreclose upon the def ndant' s property by way of executory

process, U.S. Bank introduced and relies upon the alleged original note and the

mortgage containing a " confession of judgment."  The note was originally payable

to Homecomings Financial Network,  Inc,  and was then indorsed,  by stamped

undated indorsements,  to Residential Funding Corparation and U.S.  Bank

National Association as Trustee.    The note was then assigned by MERS,  as

nominee for U.S. Bank National Association as Trustee, to U.S.  Bank National

Association as Trustee RFMSI 200557.

In support of his petition for injunction, defendant introduced two affidavits

which,  in my view,  place in question the validity of the indorsements and

assignment of the note.  The affidavits were from Linda Zimmerman, an expert in

foreclosure and mortgage documentation,  and Joseph Esquivel,  an expert in

mortgage securitization analysis and chain-of-custody analysis.      First,   as

Zimmerman' s affidavit shows, it is questionable whether the note attached to U.S.

Bank' s petition for executory process is the actual original note.   Accarding to

Zimmerman' s affidavit, she investigated as d deposed Judy Farber, the person who

purportedly stamped the indarsement on the subject note of behalf of Residential

Funding Corporation.   As noted by Zimmerman, Farber' s deposition shows that

she instructed document custodians in thousands of fareclosure cases to apply her

stamped endorsement after foreclosure proceedings commenced.   Noting these

facts, Zimmerman opined that the note was " manufactured" for purposes of this

foreclosure and that,  at a minimum,  a document examiner must be retained to

examine the note and determine if it is in fact the original note.  Further, Esquivel' s

affidavit states,   in pertinent part,  that the purported assignment is highly

questionable as the final assignment of the note to the ttrust did not comply with the



pooling and servicing agreement for the trust, in that all priar assignments of the

note were to be recorded in the public records; the assignment of the note to the

trust was after the trust closi g date; and MERS had no right to assign the note as

MERS was not named on the note itself, but vvas named only on the nnortgage.

I recognize that these afiidavits presEnt many complex issues and some

issues raised may ultimatelybe inconsequential.  However, U.S. Bank did not offer

any evidence to rebut the factual statements underlying the factual representations

and opinions set forth in the experk' s affidaviYs.  Moreover, the affidavits must be

considered in light of the record as a whole,

U.S. Bank argued, and the majority herein agrees, that despite the affidavits

presented by defendant, U. S. Bank is entitled to enforce this note and mortgage,

via executory process, merely because it is in physical possession of the note, as

required by LSA-R.S,  10: 3- 301.    I respectfully disagree.   In particular, as the

record shows, the note at issue herein is " order pap r," not " bearer paper.iz A

holder"  with respeet to a negotiable instrument is defined as the person in

possession if the instrument is payable o bearer or, in the case of an instrument

1 Louisiana Revised Statute 10: 3- 301 provides:
Person entitled to enforce" an instrument means ( i) the holder of the instrim ent,

ii) a nonholder in possession of the insmunent who has xhe rights of a holder, or

iii) a person not in possession of the instrument who is entitled to enforce the

instrument pursuant to LSA-RiS._ 103 09 or 103- 41g(dl. A persor. may be a
person entitled to enforce the instrument even though the person is not the owner

of the instrument er is in wrongful possession of the instrument.

2Louisiana Revised Statute 10: 3- 144 prov;des:
a) A promise or order is payable to bearer if it:

1) states that it is payable to bearar or to the oxdec of beacer oc otherwise

indicates that the person in possession of the promise or order is entitled to
payment;

2) does not state a payee; or

3) states that it is payable to or to the order of cash or otherwise indicates that it

is not payable to an identified person.

b) A promise or order that is not payable to bearer is payable to order if it is

pa able ( i) to the order of an identified person or ( ii) to an identified person

or order. A promise or order that is payable to order is payable to the

identified person.

c) An instrument payable to beazer may become payable to an identified person
if it is specially indorsed pursuant to LSA-R.S.  10: 3- 205( a).  An instrument
payable to an identified person may become payabie to bearer if it is indorsed in
blank pursuant to LSA-R.S. 1 J: 3- 205( b).



payable to an identified person, if the identified person is in possession.   See

LSA-R.S.  10: 1- 201( 20).   Simply put, possession alone is insufficient for " order

paper,"  as the person in possession must be 41ie persQn identifizd on the note.

While U.S. Bank as trustee is th_e last entity that the note was assigned to, the

defendant has alleged and prod aced evlderace sugpaa-tin the conciusicn that the

assignment to U,S.  Bank was improper,    The fact that U. S.  Bank is now in

possession of the note,  as required by LSA-R.S.   10: 3- 301,  does not impair

defendant' s right to challenge the validity of the transfer to U.S. Bank.  Louisiana

Revised Statute 10: 3- 301 relates to the method of the creditor enforcing its

substantive rights and does not impair the defendant' s substantive right to assert

whatever defenses he may have to the validity, vel non, of his obligation under the

note.  FGB Realtv Advisors, Inc. v. Riedlinger, 95- 2276 ( La. App. 4th Cir. 4/ 3/ 96),

671 So. 2d 560, 564, writ denied, 96- 1299 ( La. 7/ 1i96), 676 So. 2d 101; Bank of

New York Mellon v. Smith, 2011- 60 ( La. App. 3rd Cir. 6/ 29/ 11), 71 So. 3d 1034,

1041, writ denied, 2011- 2080 ( La. 11/ 18i11), 75 So. 3d 462.

Additionally, U.S. Bank argued, and the majority agrees, that defendant' s

challenges to the authenticity of the stamped indorsements on the note lack merit

because LSA-R.S.  9: 4422 provides that all " signatures" affixed to a promissory

note are presumed genuine.  I disagree.  Again, pertinent to this analysis is the fact

that the note at issue herein is an " order note."  In Bankers Trust Co. of California.

N.A. v. Coolev, 2003- 1942 ( La. App.  1st Cir. 6/ 25/ 04), 884 So. 2d 594, 595, this

court summarized the law on executory process for enforcement of an order note as

follows:

In Aetna Life Ins. Ca v. Lama Trusts. 28,328, p. 5 ( La. App. 2nd Cir.
5/ 8/ 96),  674 So.  2d 1086,  1089,  the court recited that,  " Authentic

evidence of the assigiunent and endorsement of an order note is

required to support the use of executory process:' See also Golonial

Financial Service, Inc. v. Stewart, 481 So. 2d 186, 189 ( La. App. 1St
Cir.1985 and American Sec. Bank of Ville Platte v. Deville, 368 So.



2cl 167 lb9 (La. App. 3rd Cir.1979 . Con ment ( d) to LSA-C. C.P. art.
2635 pxovidas in pertin nt part as follows:

d) Another situation where additional evidence in authentia form is
needed to prove the plaintiffr s right to bring the executory proceeding
is where the mortgage note is rrpade payabse to a named mortgagee,

who subsequently transfers t1 e rote to a hird person, who in turn
institutes the executory proceeding to enforce the mortgage. In such a
case, the transfer and endorsement of the mortgage note to the

plaintiff must be evidencecl by an uthentic act, and a certi ed
copy annexed to the petition. Miller, Lyon & Co. v. Cappel, 36 La.

Ann. 264 ( 1884).    

I recognize that this court' s opinion in Coolev may conflict with LSA-R.S.

9: 4422.      Nevertheless,   LSA-R.S.   9:4422 states only that signatures are

presumed" genuine.  This is a rebuttable presumption; the statute does not state

that signatures are " deemed" genuine.  Accordingly, I disagree with the majority' s

conclusion that LSA-R.S.  9: 4422 forecloses a defendant' s right in executory

proceedings to challenge the presumed authenticity of signatures, as defendant did

in the present matter.  Instead, it was within the trial court' s discretion to determine

whether the evidence introduced was sufficient to overcome the presumption

provided for in LSA-R.S. 9: 4422.

I am also concerned with the fact that defendant did not receive notice that

the note and mortgage was held, owned, assigned or transferred to " Residential

Funding Corporation, U.S. Bank National as Trustee," or " U.S. Narional Bank as

Trustee RFMSI 200557."  The only notice to defendant appearing of record is an

Apri16, 2011 letter, identify ng the name of the creditar as " G:vIAC Mor[gage LLC

FKA GMAC Mortgage Corporation."    While the majority may be conect in

concluding that the failure to provide notice under the Truth in Lending Act is not

necessarily a defense to foreclosure proceedings, the majority opinion does not

address LSA-C.C. art. 2643, which provides, in pertinent part, that the assignment

of a right is effective against the debtar only from the time the debtar has actual

knowledge, or has been given notice of the assignment.   One obvious purpose of



the notice required by LSA-C. C.  ark.  2643 is protection of the assignee against

payments made in error by the debtor to the assignor.   Another obvious purpose is

protection of the debtor against erroneous or duplicative payment.   Fidelitv Nat.

Bank of Baton Rou e v. Calhoun, 2008- 1685 fLa. App. lst Cir. 3/ 27i09), 11 So. 3d

1119, 1126.  Again, while the £ailure, to give notice a1 ne may not be sufficient to

enjoin the foreciosure pra ee ing, iY must e considered in light of the record as a

whole, in determining whether the trial court' s ruling was correct.

Accordingly, considering the record as a whole, including, specifically:  ( 1)

the two affidavits outlining numerous perceived issues with the chain of title; ( 2)

the stamped indorsements of the note that were not done by authentic act or dated;

and ( 3) the lack of notice to the defendant of the various transfers of the note, I find

no error by the trial court in its conclusion that the plaintiff was not entitled to

proceed via executory process.    Instead,  I find that the trial court correctly

determined that the defendant met his burden of making a " prima facie showing"

that he will prevail on the merits.

Therefore, I respectfully dissent.


